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Timing of Events in Mitosis

and exit from mitosis are controlled by the oscillationAnn B. Georgi,1 P. Todd Stukenberg,2

and Marc W. Kirschner1,3 in abundance of a family of regulators called the cyclin-
1 Department of Cell Biology dependent kinases (Cdks) and how these and other
Harvard Medical School events are controlled by specific proteolysis reactions
Boston, Massachusetts 02115 [3, 4]. Although entry into and exit from S phase and
2 Department of Biochemistry and mitosis are now better understood, the control of the

Molecular Genetics temporal order of events within these stages of the cell
University of Virginia Medical School cycle remains unclear. For example, during mitosis, cells
Charlottesville, Virginia 22908 undergo ordered structural changes in the nucleus and

cytoskeleton that can be observed readily by light mi-
croscopy. Centrosome separation, chromosome con-
densation, nuclear envelope breakdown, spindle forma-Summary
tion, and chromosome congression onto the metaphase
plate all must occur in a strict temporal order within theBackground: Regulation of the major transitions in the
mitotic timeframe. In addition, the stages of anaphasecell cycle, such as G1/S, G2/M, and metaphase to ana-

phase, are increasingly well understood. However, we and telophase must each be coordinated with cell divi-
have a poor understanding of the timing of events within sion. While the entry into mitotic prophase can be under-
each phase of the cell cycle, such as S phase or early stood in terms of Cdc2/cyclin B activation and the pas-
mitosis. Two extreme models of regulation are possible. sage from metaphase into anaphase can be understood
A “regulator-controlled model” in which the order of in terms of ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis mediated
events is governed by the activation of a series of cyto- by the anaphase-promoting complex (APC), we have
plasmic regulators, such as kinases, phosphatases, or only a fragmentary picture of the timing of events be-
proteases; or a “substrate-controlled model” in which tween these transitions.
temporal regulation is determined by the differential re- Two different models to describe the general temporal
sponses of the cellular machinery to a common set of regulation of events in the cell cycle were proposed in
activators. the 1970s and 1980s. One, based on the concept of a

biochemical oscillator, was termed the “clock” theory
[5]. The second, termed the “domino” model, was basedResults: We have tried to distinguish between these

two models by examining the timing of both biochemical on the view of the cell cycle as a set of dependent
and morphological events in Xenopus egg extracts dur- reactions [6, 7]. Today these two extreme views have
ing mitosis. Several proteins respond with different de- been unified. The major cell cycle transitions (G1/S,
lays to the activation of Cdc2. We have found that the G2/M, and anaphase/metaphase) are controlled by reg-
timing of phosphorylation is largely unchanged when ulators, such as Cdks or APC and SCFs (a complex of
these proteins are exposed to extracts that have been Skp1, cullin, and F box proteins), that are not part of
in mitosis for various periods of time. Similarly, when basic cell cycle processes, for instance, DNA replication
Xenopus interphase nuclei are added to extracts at dif- or mitosis. Checkpoints and feedback controls on the
ferent times after the G2/M transition, they undergo all regulators, which monitor the events of the cell cycle,
the expected morphological changes in the proper se- ensure the completion of specific processes. While this
quence and with very similar kinetics. model describes the regulation of the major transitions,

regulation of the timing of events between the transitions
Conclusions: Our results suggest that during early is not as well understood. Again, two extreme models
mitosis (from prophase to metaphase) the timing of bio- are possible (Figure 1). In the first model, which we
chemical events (such as phosphorylation) and morpho- have termed “regulator-controlled timing,” a series of
logical events (such as structural changes in the nu- miniregulators, such as a temporal cascade of kinases,
cleus) is at least partly controlled by the responses of would be activated in succession after the G2/M transi-
the substrates themselves to a common set of signals. tion. As shown in Figure 1, in this model a cascade of

kinases would initiate different events at different times.
Introduction In the alternative model, termed “substrate-controlled

timing,” all of the kinases (and phosphatases) are acti-
The exquisite temporal sequence of events in mitosis vated nearly simultaneously and would remain stable
was appreciated by histologists before the turn of the until the next transition point at metaphase/anaphase.
20th century [1, 2]. More recently, the biochemical order The timing of events between G2/M and metaphase/
of events in cell division has been the subject of intense anaphase would have to be controlled by the individual
study, and in the last 15 years there has been significant responses of the particular substrates, such as by the
progress in our understanding. We now have a good kinetics of multiple phosphorylations or by slow confor-
appreciation of how entry into S phase and entry into mational changes. The postulate of two extreme models

is heuristic, and we might expect that in reality both
would contribute. The question we have raised in this3 Correspondence: marc@hms.harvard.edu
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Figure 1. Alternative Models for Regulation of Mitotic Progression
(A) Regulator-controlled timing: the temporal regulation of mitotic events is controlled by sequential activation and inactivation of regulators
in the extract. In this model, mitotic events are governed wholly by sequential regulation of activators such as kinases and phosphatases
(here shown as kinases).
(B) Substrate-controlled timing: the timing of events in mitosis is regulated solely by properties inherent in and interactions between the
substrates and therefore is not dependent on a sequence of extrinsic regulatory steps. These two models are not mutually exclusive; therefore,
a third possibility is that regulation of the mitotic clock is controlled by a combination of regulator- and substrate-controlled timing programs.
I-Phase, interphase.

paper is whether we can find evidence for either of these gressed after Cdc2 activation or merely the time the
mechanisms. marker proteins have been exposed to the mitotic ex-

The Xenopus egg extract has proven to be a useful tract. If the temporal sequence of events in mitosis is
system for dissecting the biochemical steps underlying under simple regulator control, the timing of phosphory-
the simplified embryonic cell cycle. Previous experi- lations should be strongly affected by the state of the
ments have shown that egg extracts will recapitulate extract (i.e., length of time the extract has been incu-
both the biochemical oscillations of Cdc2/cyclin B activ- bated after Cdc2 activation). If, however, the timing of
ity and the morphological changes in the nucleus in the these events is under substrate control, then the phos-
absence of the usual cell cycle targets, the nucleus, phorylation of each substrate would occur at its own
spindle, and centrosome [8, 9]. In addition, the require- rate, regardless of whether the extract had just activated
ment for cyclin synthesis and the role of various phos- Cdc2 or whether the extract had been incubated for
phorylation and dephosphorylation reactions in the egg a longer time after Cdc2 activation. Finally, instead of
extract have been studied extensively [8, 10–12]. Some adding individual proteins we added whole nuclei and
phosphorylations specific to mitosis can be directly re- examined the morphological steps leading to meta-
lated to morphological changes, such as phosphoryla- phase. In this case, we asked whether the timing of
tion of the lamins [13–15], the Golgi protein GM130 [16], chromosome condensation, nuclear envelope break-
the microtubule regulators stathmin and Xmap [17–19], down, or metaphase congression depends on when the
and the chromosomal protein histone H3 [20, 21]. Vari-

nuclei were added to the extract relative to Cdc2 activa-
ous components of the regulatory machinery, such as

tion. The results point to the importance of substrate
Cdc25 [22, 23], Cdc2 [24, 25], APC [26–28], separase,

control in this rather simplified cell cycle and suggestand securin [29], are regulated by phosphorylation dur-
that if regulator control plays a part in other systems, iting mitosis. These observations suggest that a study of
may sit on top of a fundamental process of substratethe timing of phosphorylation reactions during mitosis
control to orchestrate the disparate events of mitosis.can be used to follow many biochemical steps in mitosis.

Here we ask to what extent the temporal progression
from G2/M to metaphase in Xenopus extracts is gov-

Resultserned by regulator-controlled timing or substrate-con-
trolled timing mechanisms. Our approach is to impose

The Timing of Protein Phosphorylationa temporal separation between the substrates and the
during Mitosisregulators, not unlike the experimental design of the cell
Previously, we identified 40 mitotic phosphoproteins infusion experiments that helped establish the dominance
a small pool screen by comparing gel mobility patternsof the mitotic state and the existence of checkpoint
of cyclin-dependent protein phosphorylation in Xenopuscontrols [30, 31]. We have initiated Cdc2 activation in
interphase and mitotic egg extracts ([32] and A.B.G.,extracts by the addition of cyclin B1 and then added
P.T.S., and M.W.K., unpublished data). In this study,various marker substrates after different delays to ob-
we followed the time course of phosphorylation duringserve whether the characteristic phosphorylation of

these proteins reflects the time the extract has pro- mitosis by the mobility (shift) for several of these proteins
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M phase (data not shown). In contrast, Cdc27, a key
regulator of the exit from mitosis, and MP44, an unidenti-
fied mitotic phosphoprotein with molecular weight of 44
kD [32], both required a longer period of time to become
fully phosphorylated. These proteins, along with several
others, showed a continuous pattern of shifts requiring
30–40 min to complete. In all of these proteins, the gel
shift has been correlated with phosphorylation ([22, 23,
33, 34] Cdc25; [35–37] Wee1; [26, 38] Cdc27; [32] MP44).
These results indicate that the timing of phosphorylation
during mitosis varies greatly for different proteins.

In Vitro-Translated Cdc27 Is Incorporated
into the Endogenous APC
in Xenopus Extracts
The Cdc27 phosphorylation experiment contained some
ambiguity in that we did not know if the in vitro-trans-Figure 2. The Timing of Phosphorylation during Mitosis Occurs

Later for Some Proteins lated (IVT) Cdc27 was phosphorylated in a free state or
In vitro-translated, 35S-labeled proteins and nondegradable GST- whether it was being phosphorylated after being incor-
cyclin B1 were added to interphase extracts at time 0, and the porated into the 1500 kD APC complex [38, 39]. We
reactions were incubated at room temperature. At each time point, therefore assayed for exchange of in vitro-translated
1 �l of the reaction was withdrawn and added to 7 �l of sample Cdc27 into APC by sucrose gradient sedimentation. The
buffer for gel mobility analysis. The labels below the panel represent

IVT Cdc27 protein was either preincubated for 30 minthe time in minutes since GST-cyclin B addition to the extract.
in an aqueous buffer or in an interphase egg extract. In
the experiment involving preincubation in buffer, most
of the protein sedimented at 9S, a little faster than might(Figure 2) (see Table 1 for a more complete list). Neither

the degree nor the timing of the shifts necessarily re- be expected for monomeric Cdc27, and none sedi-
mented at 20S. In contrast, about 20% of the Cdc27flects the extent of phosphorylation. Instead, these gel

shifts may reflect specific phosphorylation events. The protein that had been premixed with extract sedimented
at 20S, the same position as has been reported for en-timing of the shifts varies widely. Cdc25 and Wee1, two

important activators of the G2/M transition, were phos- dogenous Xenopus APC [38] and also the position iden-
tified with an antibody to the APC subunit APC2 (dataphorylated completely, as measured by gel shift, be-

tween 8 and 12 min after addition of cyclin B to in- not shown, see Experimental Procedures). These results
suggest that some of the IVT Cdc27 is rapidly exchangedterphase extracts. The abrupt Cdc25 shift is coincident

with H1 kinase activation signaling the transition into into APC in extracts. Though not all of the Cdc27 ex-

Table 1. Summary of the Timing of Shifts of Identified Mitotic Phosphoproteins

GenBank Timing of
Clone Homolog Possible Function Accession Number Phosphorylation

Cdc25a Cdc25C cell cycle AAA49671 early
Wee1 Wee1 cell cycle AAB99952 early
MP45 glycogenin glycosyltransferase AF419148 early
Xn NO38 NPM nucleolar-localized protein CAA39511 middle
MP42c none unknown U95103,U95104 middle
Map kinase signal transduction AF419156 middle

interacting kinase
Cdc27a Cdc27 cell cycle P30260 late
MP22 mFrizzled signal transduction AF419149 late
MP36 hSet07 unknown AF419150 late
MP38 hcDNA ZD76B08 unknown AF419151 late
MP39 hTAR DNA binding AF419152 late
MP43b,c none unknown U95097 late
MP44c none unknown U95098 late
MP67 none unknown AF419153 late
HoxD1c xHoxD1 transcription factor AAA03480.1 late
MP77 Hs PRGP1 proline rich Gla protein AF419154 late
Groucho xESG transcription AAG01027 late
MP140 ZABC1 putative transcription AF419155 late

Early, shift begins at the G2/M transition (5–10 min PCA [post cyclin addition], coincident with H1 kinase activation) and is complete by 15
min PCA; middle, shift begins at 5–10 min PCA and is complete by 20 min PCA; late, shift begins 5–15 min PCA and is complete by 25–40
min PCA.
a Known mitotic phosphoprotein but not identified in our screens.
b Exhibits very early shift coincident with Cdc25 and Wee1, but this shift is not cyclin B dependent. Late shift is cyclin B dependent.
c Mitotic phosphoprotein previously identified and published in reference [29].
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Figure 3. The Lag Time between the Cdc25 Shift and the Cdc27 or MP44 Hypershifts Is a Function of the Substrates and Not the Presence
of Regulators in the Extract

Both Cdc27 ([A], top panel) and MP44 (B) are phosphorylated in steps and require more time in mitotic extracts to become fully phosphorylated
than Cdc25 ([A], bottom panel), which shifts abruptly at the G2/M transition. (A) In vitro-translated Cdc27 labeled with [35S]methionine was
added to Xenopus interphase egg extracts at room temperature for 40 min to allow exchange of IVT protein into the APC. The extract plus
Cdc27 and IVT 35S-labeled Cdc25 were added simultaneously to extracts at 10, 15, 20, or 30 min post cyclin B addition, and samples were
taken for gel analysis. Control reactions contained IVT Cdc27 and Cdc25 added to interphase extracts at the same time as cyclin B (0 min).
The top set of labels above the panel, Age of the Extract, refers to the length of time between addition to the extracts of GST-cyclin B and
substrate. Time points immediately above the panels indicate the cumulative time since addition of GST-cyclin B to the extracts, and those
below the panels indicate the length of time since Cdc25 and Cdc27 were added to the extracts. In the latter case, the 0 min time point is
set to the Cdc25 shift as an internal reference point. (B) IVT MP44 protein was added to interphase extracts at the same time as GST-cyclin
B or at 20 or 40 min after cyclin B addition. The top set of labels represents the Age of the Extract as described above. The labeling of the
time points above the panels is the total time after Gst-cyclin B addition as above, while the time points below the panel indicate the elapsed
time from substrate (MP44) addition. (C) Graph of three domains of the MP44 shift. The intensity of the signal for each time point was calculated
by integrating of the values determined by densitometry tracings of the gels for each of the shifts (see Experimental Procedures).

changed into endogenous APC, we found that all of determined the time of mitotic entry by two independent
methods. First, the activation of Cdc2 kinase was fol-the phosphorylated protein ran at 20S; the monomeric

fraction showed no gel shift at all (data not shown). lowed in an HI kinase assay [40]. Second, we added
an IVT N terminus fragment of Cdc25, which gives theBecause only Cdc27 incorporated into the APC is phos-

phorylated, we improved our assay by adding the IVT dramatic shift due to phosphorylation but lacks a phos-
phatase domain and therefore does not affect cell cycleCdc27 to an interphase extract for 40 min before using

it in all subsequent experiments to allow the protein progression. For clarity in exposition, two time lines are
shown in Figure 3: the time after GST-cyclin B was addedexchange into APC.
to the interphase extract (shown above the lanes) and
the time for which Cdc27 and Cdc25 were incubatedThe Phosphorylation Rate of Late-Shifting

Proteins Is Unchanged When They Are (shown below the lanes). For the latter, 0 time is set
as the time at which Cdc25 shifted—an internal timingAdded to Extracts at Various Times

after Entry into Mitosis control that allows more accurate comparison between
experiments. Thus, in the initial lane of the 0 min extract,In vitro-translated and labeled Cdc27 that had been pre-

incubated in interphase extract to allow exchange into GST-cyclin B, Cdc27, and Cdc25 were added simultane-
ously. The time shown below the lane, �5 min, indicatesAPC (see Experimental Procedures) was diluted into

extracts at either the same time as glutathione-S-trans- that it is 5 min before the Cdc25 gel shift. Similarly, in
the 20 min extract example, the first lane correspondsferase-tagged Xenopus cyclin B1 (GST-cyclin B) (Figure

3A, 0 min) or at various times after addition of GST-cyclin to the time when the labeled Cdc27 and Cdc25 were
added, which is 20 min after cyclin B was added. BelowB (Figure 3A, 10 min…40 min). In every experiment, we
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Figure 4. The Timing of the Phosphorylation Shifts of Cdc27 and MP44 Is Unaffected by Incubation in Interphase Extracts before Activation
by Cyclin B

Labeled, in vitro-translated substrates were incubated in interphase extracts for 0 min, 5 min, 10 min, 20 min, or 40 min (numbers above the
panel) prior to addition of GST-cyclin B to drive the extracts into mitosis. The reactions were incubated at room temperature and samples
were withdrawn for gel analysis at the indicated times (numbers between the panels).

the lane, the time is indicated as �2.5 min, because it min after the addition of GST-cyclin B), the initial (black)
shift occurs almost immediately. Its abundance declinesis 2.5 min before the Cdc25 gel shift. Therefore, the next

gel lane to the right, which is the time of the Cdc25 shift, quickly, with a half-time of less than 5 min, irrespective
of how long the extract has been in mitosis. The interme-represents 22.5 min after cyclin B was added and 2.5

min after the marker substrates were added. diate (red) hypershift accumulates to a maximum in 5–10
min after entry in mitosis in all three conditions. Finally,The Cdc25 gel shift and H1 kinase activation (data not

shown) generally occurred 8–10 min after the addition of the abundance of the late-shift species (green) increases
to a plateau 20–30 min after GST-cyclin B addition. Thecyclin B to an interphase extract. The abrupt shift of

Cdc25 clearly marks the transition. When Cdc25 was level of the plateau is decreased in the 40 min extract,
which may reflect some changes in the extract followingadded to an extract that was already in M phase, the

shift was much quicker (complete in 2.5–5 min). Con- the start of APC-mediated protein degradation. Several
other late-shifting proteins identified in the screen alsoversely, as shown in Figure 3A, the delay in the initiation

and the rate of Cdc27 phosphorylation remained the show this pattern of delayed phosphorylation in mitotic
extracts relative to Cdc25 (see Table 1). This result sug-same relative to the Cdc25 shift (most easily appreciated

by looking at the lower time line). Whether the Cdc27 gests that while the phosphorylation of Cdc25 occurs
soon after the activation of Cdc2 by cyclin B in thewas added to extracts before the G2/M transition point

or 10, 15, 20, or 30 min thereafter, the major phosphory- extract, the rate of phosphorylation of Cdc27 and MP44
depends on factors peculiar to these substrates and notlation shift came between 10 and 20 min after the Cdc25

and H1 kinase shifts. on the state of regulators in the extract.
One explanation for the observed delay in the shift ofThe results with a second protein, MP44 (Figure 4B)

support the interpretation that the delay in phosphoryla- these two proteins could be that time is required for the
proteins to interact with cofactors in the extract to betion is independent of the time since the G2/M transition.

MP44 was identified in the screen for mitotic phospho- properly folded or exchanged into the endogenous APC
as shown for Cdc27. To test this possibility, we addedproteins. It has homologs in humans, mice, Drosophila,

and C. elegans, but its function is unknown. We added IVT Cdc27 or MP44 to interphase extracts for various
times before adding GST-cyclin B (Figure 4) then fol-in vitro-translated MP44 directly to extracts either at the

same time as GST-cyclin B (Figure 3B, 0 min) or at 20 lowed the time course of shifts. The timing of the shifts
under these conditions was the same as in the 0 minor 40 min after GST-cyclin B addition (Figure 3B, 20 min

and 40 min). In the 0 min experiment, the initial MP44 extract. Therefore, the delay in the timing of phosphory-
lation of Cdc27 or MP44 in mitotic extracts is not dueshift coincided with the entry into mitosis, but the later

hypershift was not complete until 25 min later. When to the time required either for a conformational change
in the translated protein or, in the case of Cdc27, forthe protein was added at either 20 min or 40 min after

GST-cyclin B, the relative timing of the shifts is the same exchange into endogenous APC.
as when it was added at 0 min. The initial MP44 shift
occurs rapidly when added to an extract already in mito- Morphological Changes in Interphase Nuclei

Added at Different Times to Mitoticsis coincident with the Cdc25 shifts; however, in all
cases the MP44 hypershift is not complete for another Xenopus Extracts

The experiments discussed above describe phosphory-20–25 min.
To analyze the gel shifts more carefully, we divided lation reactions in mitosis somewhat arbitrarily chosen

for ease of measurement. We wanted to know whetherthe MP44 region of the gel into three domains indicated
in Figure 3B. As shown in the graph in Figure 3C, the these same regulatory properties are found in more

complex processes. In particular, we asked whether weblack line corresponds to the initial shift position of
MP44 initiated immediately following the G2/M transi- could find evidence for regulator-controlled timing or

substrate-controlled timing in the morphology of thetion. (It is completed even more rapidly than Cdc25.) The
red line corresponds to an intermediate hypershifted nucleus and microtubule arrays. To answer this ques-

tion, we added interphase nuclei, formed from frogposition, and the green line represents the most retarded
hypershifted position. In all three extracts (0, 20, and 40 sperm [40], to extracts that had been driven into mitosis
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for various times and assayed the tempo of structural
changes of these nuclei as the extracts proceeded into
and through mitosis. When interphase nuclei are added
to an extract in which the Cdc2 has been activated by
cyclin B, they undergo the same morphological changes
as those that occur in mitosis in vivo: chromosome sepa-
ration, nuclear envelope breakdown, and congression
of chromosomes onto the metaphase plate [40]. The
extract also faithfully recapitulates events in the cyto-
plasm of a cell: formation of asters and, subsequently,
bipolar spindles; however, they fail to undergo cytoki-
nesis.

To analyze the timing of these structural changes in
heterochronic extracts, we performed experiments anal-
ogous to those used to study the timing of mitotic phos-
phorylations. We added interphase nuclei either to in-
terphase or mitotic extracts at 10 min or 30 min after
GST-cyclin B addition. Rhodamine-labeled tubulin also
was added to follow the formation of asters and bipolar
spindles. The extracts were prevented from entering
anaphase by the addition of purified MAD2 [41–44] so
that morphological changes would not proceed beyond
the formation of bipolar spindles and congression of
chromosomes to a metaphase plate.

Figure 5A shows that the Cdc25 shift in this experi-
ment is complete by 8 min following GST-cyclin B addi-
tion; therefore, this time point has been taken as the
start of mitosis (time in mitosis � 0 min). We determined
the percentage of nuclei showing nuclear envelope
breakdown (Figure 5B). The precision of timing in differ-
ent extracts is within 5 min. As indicated in Figure 5B,
50% of the nuclei show nuclear envelope breakdown

Figure 5. The Timing of Changes in Nuclear Morphology Is Similarby 5–10 minutes after the Cdc25 shift, irrespective of
Whether Interphase Nuclei Are Added to Interphase Extracts or towhether the extracts had been exposed to GST-cyclin
Extracts at Different Times during MitosisB for 0, 10, or 30 min prior to addition of nuclei.
Interphase Xenopus nuclei were added to extracts � rhodamineIn addition to changes in nuclear morphology, exten-
tubulin at the same time as GST-cyclin B or at 10 or 30 min post

sive structural changes also occur in the cytoplasm dur- cyclin addition. At 4 min intervals, 1 �l of extract plus nuclei was
ing mitosis. The timing of the appearance of rhodamine- removed, fixed, and stained for microscopic examination. Nuclei at
labeled asters and bipolar spindles and chromosome each stage were counted for every time point. (A) Cdc25 phosphory-

lation shift indicating that the G2/M transition in this experimentcongression onto the metaphase plate was also deter-
occurred 8 min after addition of cyclin B. (B) Graph showing themined (Table 2). We find that asters first appear coinci-
percent of nuclei at the stage of nuclear envelope breakdown fordent with nuclear envelope breakdown at 8–10 min after
each time point. The solid vertical line represents the relative time

the nuclei are added to the extract, regardless of how at which the nuclei in each of the experiments were first exposed
long the extracts have been in mitosis. Further, the tim- to a mitotic extract (8 min for the 0 min experiment, and 0 min for
ing of the appearance of bipolar spindles and meta- the 10 min and 30 min experiments). Open squares, 0 min; closed

diamonds, 10 min; closed circles, 30 min; time of addition of nucleiphase figures is similar for all three conditions, sug-
to the extract following cyclin B addition.gesting that the control of the timing of these cellular

changes is also independent of the state of regulators
in the cytoplasmic extract.

and each has a direct effect on its substrate. In contrast,
in the substrate-controlled timing model, a single trigger
or regulator rapidly initiates a new regulatory state (i.e.,Discussion
mitosis) in which each subsequent reaction is regulated
by the peculiar chemistry of the substrates themselves.The regulation of the major transitions in the cell cycle,

G1/S, G2/M, and metaphase/anaphase, is fairly well un- We have used both biochemical (protein phosphoryla-
tion) and morphological (changes in nuclear and cyto-derstood. However, the regulation of the sequence and

timing of events within each stage of the cell cycle has plasmic structure) studies to try to distinguish between
these two models for the early events in mitosis leadingreceived much less attention. We propose for discussion

two extreme models to describe the possible mecha- to metaphase. We have used the Xenopus cell extract
system cognizant that it may not possess all the regula-nisms for temporal and sequential regulation of events

during mitosis (see Figure 1). In the regulator-controlled tory features of somatic cells. In fact, no system is likely
to possess all the regulatory features found in nature.timing model, successive regulators, such as kinase

cascades, are activated (or inactivated) in sequence, The timing and rate of phosphorylation differ for differ-
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Table 2. Summary of the Timing of Morphological Changes in however, still demonstrate characteristic delayed and
Interphase Nuclei Added to Mitotic Extracts prolonged patterns of phosphorylation shifts. If the

phosphorylation of Cdc27 and MP44 were controlled byTime Nuclei Were Added after
Gst-cyclin B (min) regulators that are activated in a temporal pattern after

the G2/M transition, then adding these substrates toNucleus State 0 10 30
late mitotic extracts should produce an accelerated pat-

A 0–16 0–8 0–4
tern of shifts. As this is not the case, we suggest thatB 4–16 0–12 0–10
phosphorylation is regulated by timing properties intrin-C 10 8 8
sic to these proteins and not by changing conditions inD 10 8 8

E 16 12 16 the mitotic extract. These intrinsic mechanisms could
F 24 20 20 include the relative rates of phosphorylation and de-

phosphorylation at specific sites, the slow build up ofA, time period for �40% nuclei as interphase; B, time period for
�20% nuclei with condensed chromosomes; C, time from first ap- multiply phosphorylated species (including positive or
pearance of nuclear envelope breakdown; D, time from first appear- negative cooperativity), and slow conformational chap-
ance of asters; E, time from first appearance of bipolar spindles; F, erone association and dissociation reactions.
time from first appearance of metaphase figures.

During mitosis, the cell undergoes dramatic changes
both in nuclear and cytoplasmic morphology, and the
sequence and timing of these events also must be tightly

ent proteins during mitosis. Cdc25 and Wee1 are known regulated. Chromosome condensation, nuclear enve-
to be phosphorylated at the G2/M transition [12, 34, 35,] lope breakdown, spindle formation, and progression of
and represent the earliest shifts we found. Although in chromosomes onto the metaphase plate must occur
our screens for mitotic phosphoproteins we found a few before the onset of anaphase and sister chromatid sepa-
proteins that shifted at nearly the same time as Cdc25 ration. In experiments similar to those described for
and Wee1 (see Table 1), we did not find any proteins measuring the rates of phosphorylation of various pro-
that shifted earlier during the lag phase. In addition, teins in mitosis, we compared the timing of these mor-
the shifts for Cdc25 and Wee1 are coincident with the phological events by adding interphase nuclei to ex-
activation of histone H1 kinase activity and may be the tracts at different times either before or after Cdc2/cyclin
crucial signal for entry into mitosis. B activation. The most obvious conclusion is that nuclei

Exit from mitosis and progression into anaphase re- added to extracts that had been in the mitotic state for
quires activation of the APC, a multisubunit complex 30 min still underwent the typical sequence of nuclear
that targets specific proteins for degradation via the and cytoplasmic events. Furthermore, there was no sig-
ubiquitin pathway. We have looked in detail at the timing nificant acceleration in timing when nuclei were intro-
of phosphorylation of one of the subunits of the APC, duced directly into late mitotic extracts. If these events
Cdc27, and found that it is specifically phosphorylated are regulated solely by the activation and inactivation
in steps over a prolonged period of time beginning a few of factors in the cytoplasm, then we might expect that
minutes after the Cdc25 shift is complete and extending the timing and even the sequence of the structural
later into mitosis. Several previous studies have shown changes during mitosis would be affected by adding
that phosphorylation of the APC in mitosis is required interphase nuclei to an extract 10 or 30 min after cyclin
for high levels of activation [28, 44, 45]. Furthermore, B addition. The fact that the timing and sequence of
Cdc20 binding to APC depends on the phosphorylation these events are unaffected under these conditions sug-
of at least some of its subunits [27, 46, 47]. It seems gests that, as with Cdc27 and MP44, substrate-con-
clear that the temporal regulation of APC activation must trolled timing plays an important role in the ordering of
be tightly controlled to prevent the cell from exiting mito- events in prophase, prometaphase, and metaphase.
sis prematurely. In somatic cell cycles, the timing of These experiments give a broad indication that the
anaphase is regulated by feedback from the spindle control of the detailed timing of events in early mitosis
assembly checkpoint [4]. In yeast, this checkpoint is not depends on the individual responses of the substrates
essential for viability under laboratory conditions, and to a common set of regulators. Although there were
the intrinsic timing mechanism such as the one we de- slight indications that changes might be occurring in
scribe for Cdc27, may be sufficient. In mammalian cells, these extracts, reflected in small differences in phos-
however, MAD2 knockouts are not viable, indicating that phorylation patterns, we found little or no evidence for
MAD2 plays a more essential role in these cells [48]. a succession of regulatory states. Yet, we are not pre-
As expected, such an important event as the onset of pared to rule out regulatory control. These experiments
anaphase is under multiple layers of regulation built on were done in a system where the nuclear volume is
top of the intrinsic timing mechanisms described here. infinitesimal compared to the cytoplasmic volume. Al-

Cdc27 is not the only protein we have studied with this though this is the physiological state of early embryos,
pattern of prolonged phosphorylation lasting through- it is not the situation for somatic cells, and there is
out mitosis. MP44, a protein with unknown function, evidence that nuclear localization of cyclin B and Wee1
also behaves this way. Significantly, neither Cdc27 nor can affect timing [49–52]. In somatic cells, Cdc2/cyclin
MP44 shift more rapidly when they are introduced into A appears to be activated and inactivated before Cdc2/
a late mitotic environment. When Wee1 and Cdc25 are cyclin B [51], and, even in cycling frog extracts, Minshull
added to extracts already in mitosis, they respond with et al. [53] showed a succession of accumulation of differ-
a very rapid and immediate shift, irrespective of how ent cyclin isotypes. This also suggests that a cascade

of regulator control could play a role in mitosis. However,long the extracts have been in mitosis. Cdc27 and MP44,
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Measurement of Cdc27 Incorporation into APCdemonstrating a regulatory cascade imposed on top of
The level of incorporation of IVT Cdc27 protein into APC in thethe substrate control, which we have identified here, will
extract was determined by comparing the sedimentation coefficientrequire stringent functional tests. While it is suggestive
of IVT Cdc27 plus buffer (80 �l IVT reaction: 80 �l extract buffer

that several genes show cell cyclic periodic accumula- [100 mM KCl, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.7),
tion during the cell division cycle (416 of 6200 genes 50 mM sucrose]) to Cdc27 incubated in extracts (80 �l IVT reaction:

80 �l extract) by sucrose gradient centrifugation using a 10%–30%in yeast) [54, 55], each must be tested rigorously to
gradient for 17 hr at 37,000 rpm in a Beckman SW40 rotor. IVTdetermine whether the timing of expression has impor-
reactions were incubated either with extract buffer or Xenopus in-tant functional consequences. Furthermore, transcrip-
terphase extracts at room temperature for 30 min before loading.tional or translational regulatory mechanisms are un-
Fractions (0.6 ml) were collected, TCA precipitated (180 �l sucrose

likely to be fast enough to coordinate the events within fraction, 20 �l 2.25 M TCA, 4�C for 30 min, centrifuged for 10 min
mitosis. The results provided here might be seen as the at 14,000 rpm in Eppendorf centrifuge, and the pellet solubilized in

SDS-PAGE sample buffer, the pH of the precipitate was adjustedcore regulatory processes of mitotic timing in much the
with 1–2 �l of 1 M Tris [pH 8.8]), and analyzed on 5%–15% SDS-same way as the frog egg cell cycle oscillations repre-
PAGE gels. Sedimentation coefficients were determined by compar-sents the core machinery in all mitotic cycles. We would
ison to standards fractionated in parallel (BSA, 4.41 S; adolase,expect that other forms of regulator control might over-
7.355 S; catalase, 11.25 S; thyroglobulin, 19.55 S).

lay the core features of substrate control that we have The sedimentation coefficients for the endogenous APC2 and
demonstrated. As yet, our experiments have provided Cdc27 in the Xenopus extracts were determined by immunoblots

[57] of the sucrose gradient fractions. For Western blots, 15 �l oflittle information on how substrates are engineered to
the fractions was run on 5%–15% polyacrylamide gradient gels, andrespond differently to a common set of signals. There
the proteins were transferred onto Schleicher and Schuell Protranare likely to be many different mechanisms reflecting
nitrocellulose (catalog number 10402480) using a BioRad TransBlotthe biochemical diversity of different substrates. Further
SD Transfer Cell. The immobilized proteins were detected with either

study of the kinetics of phosphorylation will help to anti-APC2 polyclonal or Cdc27 monoclonal antibodies and were
complete the structural understanding of the mitotic visualized by autoradiography using ECL (catalog number RPN2106)

from Amersham Pharmacia Biotech.process.

Experimental Procedures Sperm Nucleus Preparation
The preparation of sperm nuclei was carried out using a modification

Materials of the Murray method [40]. Male frogs were injected with 25 U PMSG
All chemicals were supplied by Sigma, unless otherwise stated. 3 days prior to the procedure and then with 50 U HCG 2 days later.
Anti-APC2 antibodies have been previously described [27]. Anti- The testes were removed and rinsed once in ice-cold 1� MMR (100
Cdc27 monoclonal antibodies were purchased from Transduction mM NaCl, 2 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 2m M CaCl2, 0.1 mM EDTA, 5
Laboratories. Rhodamine tubulin was purchased from Cytoskeleton mM HEPES [pH 7.8]) and then twice in ice-cold XN (50 mM HEPES
and used as recommended by the manufacturer. MAD2 was pre- KOH [pH 7.0], 250 mM sucrose, 75 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM spermidine·4
pared from a construct provided by Guowei Fang as described [41]. HCl, 0.15 mM spermine·4 HCl). The testes were placed in 5 ml
Xenopus GST-cyclin B1 was expressed in E. coli and purified by of ice-cold XN and macerated with clean forceps until no clumps
glutathione affinity chromatography as previously described [53]. A remained. The suspension was filtered through eight layers of
Cdc25 mutant was generated containing the N-terminal regulatory cheesecloth, and the cheesecloth was then rinsed with an additional
domain but lacking the C-terminal phosphatase. This protein is 5 ml of cold XN. The sperm were centrifuged for 5 min at 4.5K using
phosphorylated and shows strong gel shifts but is not active in the a Sorvall HB-6 rotor. The resulting pellet was washed three times
extract [56]. This construct was shuttled into pCS2� by Xba1/Not1 with fresh cold XN buffer and resuspended in 500 �l XN. The sperm
restriction digestion and ligation for expression in IVT reactions. were demembranated by addition of 100 �l 2 mg/ml lysolecithin.

The progress of demembranation was followed at 1 min intervals
by staining 1 �l of the sperm mix with 4 �l of 1 �g/ml Hoechst 33342

Preparation and Analysis of Mitotic Phosphoproteins and observing the sperm under a microscope until all the sperm
The small pool screen of cDNA libraries was performed as described heads stained (about 10 min). The reaction was quenched by addi-
[32]. IVT proteins were prepared by using the TNT Coupled Reticulo- tion of 9.5 ml XN containing 3% BSA (Sigma, fraction V). The sperm
cyte Lysate System from Promega and 35S methonine from New were centrifuged and washed three times with cold XN. Following
England Nuclear, as previously described [32]. Interphase Xenopus the final rinse, the sperm were resuspended in XN plus 50% glycerol
egg extracts were prepared as described previously [40]. Mitotic and small aliquots were stored at �80�C.
extracts were prepared from interphase extracts by addition of 66 Interphase nuclei were prepared from Xenopus sperm; interphase
nM nondegradable Xenopus GST-cyclin B. Progression of the ex- and mitotic nuclei were fixed and stained as previously described [40].
tract from interphase into mitosis was followed either by analysis
of Cdc25 phosphorylation using gel shift as a marker or by measuring
the activity of H1 kinase in the extract as previously described [40]. Acknowledgments
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